




Avec, par ordre d’apparition :

Tryptique Digitalia (préface)
Mario Amehou

date.gif
Carine Klonowski

distopie_post_cimondienne
Vincent Rioux

Cyberplouc
Marilou Chabert

Drawing in Aomori
Ryuhei Fujita

Mad Marx
Benjamin Efrati, Alexandre Efrati & Diego Verastegui

Compass
Alexandre Oustinov

Les pirates du lac Léman
David Duvshani, Benjamin Efrati & Alexandre Efrati

Théorie du Ciel
Marie B. Schneider

Romain & Julie
François Goupil

Barrio Zoo
Gwendal Le Bihan

The Age of Aquarius
Balazs Turai

Le Centre des Organisations Positives
Louise Siffert

C’est ainsi que finit le monde, pas avec un Bang
Charalambos Margaritis

Playlist en bonus

https://soundcloud.com/narwhal-recordings/sets/ladieu-aux-larmes-single-1986
Pascale Esteban







































Compass Augmented Reality Therapy 

  

 Has life taken from you a part of yourself? Do not let it govern your life but seek out a solution. 

At Compass, we provide solutions that use your imagination as the most powerful tool. Our 

common enemy is PLP (Phantom Limb Pain) and we plan on striking it hard. We encourage 

therapies using our iinnovative VR headsets as tthe better alternative to traditional mirror based 

methods, because we think that you deserve a more human touch. Not only can we customize your 

treatment to match your interests and passions, but we’re engaging ourselves for an eentertaining 

rendering of your experience. To help you achieve complete recovery, we stimulate your senses by 

simulating virtual entertainment experiences that eenhance  yyour ability to overcome your illness. 

 

We are different from our mechanical counterparts. Cybernetic enhancement does help you win 

over the everyday life, but cannot cure PLP completely. No matter what reason lies behind your 

need for a treatment, we ensure the qquality of our eexperttise and consider our offer to be uunique 

within the field of     medical technology.  

                                                   

                                             The precision of our sensors deliver the highest standards of  

transmission of neuronal activity, recreating the will and the strength of your inimitable muscular 

movement. The signal is then relayed to the VR headset which creates a realistic high definition 

44D rendering of the missing limb handing you the controls in your own personalised world.  

 



The range of possible activities that can be conveyed to that world  

is llimitless and tailored to your preferences in order to match the  

expectations of the therapy. Repeating everyday gestures, performing complex  

manipulations, repairing brain habits or simply being a player in our VR therapeutic gaming 

experiences: all is possible within the realms of the virtual.  

 

Here at Compass iimaginnation is key, it is a premium tool that can help reshaping the 

neuronal brain network. We stimulate neurons in different ways than by the pain driven 

from the cut axons of the missing limb. However, relieving the pain is not enough; a 

thorough medical follow-up needs to accompany the treatment by VR immersion. We 

provide you with our own doctor, available round-the-clock to fit your busy schedule. 

Science can diagnose and provide surgical equipment, but we’re in charge of the 

technology. The world of VR therapy is constantly growing and adapting to new 

advancements in technology, we update our hardware and software the second they 

become available to the public sphere. And who knows, yyour data could lead those 

advancements. 

Help us develop the future through your imagination. 




































